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Abstract 

In this paper, we present work on learning analytics that aims to support learners and teachers 

through dashboard applications, ranging from small mobile applications to learnscapes on large 

public displays. Dashboards typically capture and visualize traces of learning activities, in order to 

promote awareness, reflection and sense-making, and to enable learners to define goals and track 

progress towards these goals. Based on an analysis of our own work and a broad range of similar 

learning dashboards, we identify HCI issues for this exciting research area. 

Keywords: learning analytics, information visualization, dashboards, HCI 

Introduction 

There is a growing movement to more open learning environments. For instance, Personal 

Learning Environments replace monolithic Learning Management Systems with user configurable 

sets of widgets [1]. Learning infrastructures provide generic services for learning, for instance 

through registries1, or open educational resource infrastructures [2].  

At the same time, there is a growing movement of quantified self in medicine [3], sports, many 

other fields and, indeed, learning [4]. The basic idea in many of these initiatives is to enable users 

to track their activities, in order to enable self-analysis and comparison with other users, often by 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1  http://www.learningregistry.org/ 
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aggregating traces into metrics (weight lost, or total distance covered), or by visualizing these 

activity traces. 

More specifically, the field of learning analytics focuses on tracking learning activities, and the 

context in which these activities occur, to promote awareness and reflection through algorithmic 

analysis (in educational data mining [5]) or information visualization.  

We have designed, developed and evaluated a suite of tools for tracking learning activities and 

visualizing them as learning dashboards over the full gamma from mobile devices over tablet and 

laptop to desktop computers, up to tabletops and large public displays. We have carried out these 

developments and evaluations in projects with real life test beds - often using a participatory 

design approach. As an example, Fig. 1 illustrates a mobile client: the learner dashboard shows the 

number of relevant course tweets, links to other relevant information, and a progress indicator that 

takes into account the time investment of the student, progress made in the course, the course 

schedule, etc. Such mobile clients provide exciting affordances for automatic tracking of learning 

activities – for instance, students can track time spent, proximity, etc. or ‘check in’ for a lecture in 

a foursquare2 type of way. 

 

  Fig. 1 a mobile dashboard designed and developed by our students 

On laptop and desktop environments, we have developed numerous trackers for learning activities 

(leveraging existing tools such as wakoopa3, rescuetime4 and the rabbit Eclipse plugin5). We have 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 https://foursquare.com/ 
3  http://wakoopa.com/ 
4 https://www.rescuetime.com/ 
5 http://code.google.com/p/rabbit-eclipse/ 
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made these data available in visualizations that rely on OpenSocial widgets [6], so that learners 

and teachers can compose their own dashboard. 

 

In this paper, we analyze a wide range of learning dashboard applications that have been deployed 

and evaluated in recent years. Similar to our work, these dashboards capture data about learner 

activities and visualize these data to support awareness, reflection, sense-making and impact, for 

instance by having an influence on behavior change – as illustrated in Fig. 2. Impact can also 

include new meaning or insights gained from these visualizations.  

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

The research contribution of this paper is twofold: first, we present an analysis of the state of the 

art in this emerging research area. We focus specifically on the following research questions: 

• RQ1: What are relevant user actions? 

• RQ2: How can data on relevant actions be captured? 

• RQ3: How are awareness & self-reflection enabled for different kinds of users through 

appropriate devices? 

• RQ4: How can learning analytics dashboard applications be evaluated? How can the 

impact of these visualizations on user behavior be measured? 

Second, based on an analysis of existing learning dashboard applications, we outline opportunities 

for future research in this area. 

This paper is organized as follows: the next section presents an overview of learning analytics 

dashboard applications. Then, we discuss which actions are considered relevant (RQ1), which 

sensors are used to capture these data (RQ2), for which users visualizations of these data are 

provided on appropriate devices and for which purposes (RQ3) and how existing dashboards have 

been evaluated to assess their impact on learning or teaching (RQ4). Future research challenges are 

presented next.. Conclusions and take away messages from this analysis are presented in the last 

section. 

Fig. 2 learning analytics process model [7]	  
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Overview of learning analytics dashboards 
 
Learning dashboards that have been deployed in recent years can be broadly categorized in three 

groups: 1) dashboards that support traditional face-to-face lectures, 2) dashboards that support 

face-to-face group work and 3) dashboards that support awareness, reflection, sense-making and 

behavior change in online or blended learning.  We present some prominent examples in this 

section. This list is by no means exhaustive, but it presents nevertheless a broad range of 

interesting work in these areas.  

 

We present the dashboards in the categories in which they have been deployed (i.e. traditional 

face-to-face lectures, face-to-face group work or blended/online learning settings) - but many 

dashboards may be applicable in other categories as well. We analyze the commonalities and 

differences of these dashboards in the next section. 

 
Dashboards to support traditional face-to-face lectures 
 
Several dashboards have been presented to support traditional face-to-face lectures. The general 

objective of these dashboards is often to support the teacher in receiving live feedback from 

students during large lectures in order to adapt her teaching. As an example in this category, Yu et 

al. [8] present a dashboard that supports live awareness for a teacher on learner agreement or 

disagreement while she is teaching. The system detects learner attitudes by tracking head nods or 

shakes and voice with a built in camera and microphone of a desktop PC. 

 

Other dashboards are used to engage students during lecture sessions. Backstage [9] is an 

interesting example that visualizes twitter activity of students during a face-to-face lecture. 

Students can compare their twitter activity with that of their peers. As illustrated in Fig. 3, a 

student can compare her activity to the average activity and to activities of other individual 

students who are attending the lecture. The color of each disc, that represents a student or the 

average, presents positive ratings received on tweets (from green over yellow to red in decreasing 

order). 

 

Classroom salon [10] is a dashboard that visualizes social collaboration. The dashboard allows 

teachers to create, manage, and analyze social networks (called Salons). Students in a Salon can 

cooperatively create, comment on, and modify documents. The dashboard visualizes how much 

each member contributed, percentages of responses categorized by tag and how many responses 

individual members made to questions. This dashboard has been used in settings where students 

collaboratively annotate lecture slides during a face-to-face lecture. Similarly, Slice 2.0 [11] is a 

framework that interconnects tablets of students with slides used by the teacher. A dashboard 
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application allows the teacher to monitor students and visualizes current notes of students on slides 

and questions. The teacher can also interact directly with these notes and display notes of a 

particular student for group discussion on a large display. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Backstage [9] 

 

Dashboards to support face-to-face group work and classroom orchestration 

Other dashboards focus on classroom orchestration and support for teachers to manage group work. 

Typically, such orchestration refers to the real-time classroom management of multiple activities 

[12]. TinkerBoard [13] is an example that visualizes which activity each group is doing (building 

models, doing quizzes, running simulations, etc.) and how intensively. The dashboard is part of 

TinkerLamp 2.0, a system that tracks collaboration on tabletops. Activity information is visualized 

on a large display and used to support awareness and reflection in a classroom. 

 

Collaid (Collaborative Learning Aid) [14] captures learner collaboration data on tabletops and 

visualizes this data to give a teacher insight in collaboration among students. The system uses a 

tabletop, a microphone array and a depth sensor to capture audio, physical and positioning traces 

of activity of each tabletop user. This data is then visualized on a tablet for the teacher as a visual 

interactive dashboard (see Fig. 4). Each colored circle represents a learner. The first radar chart 

shows a blue and red triangle that depicts the verbal and physical participation in the group. The 

closer the corner of the triangle is to the circle, the more that student was participating. The second 

radar chart measures the quantity and symmetry of physical actions on the tabletop. The third chart 

summarizes the level of collaboration detected by the system.   
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Fig. 4 Overview visualizations of Collaid [14]. Left: a balanced group; Right: a group in which 

one member (red circles) was completely disengaged from the activity 

 

Similarly, Class-on [15, 16] visualizes learning activities on a tablet, in order to provide awareness 

for teachers. More specifically, the system keeps track of help requests by students during lab 

sessions. In addition, progress of students is tracked and the dashboard visualizes this information 

on a tablet used by the teacher, so that she can decide which group to help next during a face-to-

face session. 

 

Morris et al. [17] present a tabletop application that includes interactive visualizations of 

collaboration between students. Histograms appear on the table in the region directly in front of 

each user, and reflect the number of answers contributed by that group member based on touch 

interactions with the table. Contrary to the previous examples, this application visualizes activity 

indicators on the tabletop rather than on a different device. 

 

Dashboards to support blended or online learning settings 

A number of dashboards have been developed to support students and teachers during blended or 

online learning. Course signals [18] is a dashboard that predicts and visualizes learning outcomes 

based on three data sources: grades in the course so far, time on task and past performance. If 

grades in the course so far are below a certain threshold specified by the teacher, a student will see 

a red color signal for the course. When they are above the threshold, past performance in other 

courses and time on task are used to calculate whether a student is on track (green light) or 

whether she may need to improve her activities for the course (orange light). A similar dashboard 

has been developed at Carnegie Mellon University  [19]. This dashboard is presented in Fig. 5 and 

presents with similar colors the extent to which a student is achieving her goals for the course. In 

contrast to Course Signals, this dashboard presents at a more fine grained level which concepts 

may need additional attention of the student and how she is performing on different course 

activities. These indicators are among others calculated based on self-assessments activities that 

are interweaved in online course material. 
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Fig. 5 OLI dashboard [19] 

 

Student Activity Meter (SAM) [20] - one of our visualization tools - provides visualizations of 

progress in the course for teachers and learners. Fig. 6 illustrates time spending of students (grey 

lines) over the course period. The statistics panel on the right provides further details - such as 

minimum, maximum and average activity. SAM contains different configurable visualizations of 

time spent and resource use tracked from various learning environments - including a traditional 

learning management system such as Moodle. LOCO-Analyst [21], Moodle dashboard [22] and 

GLASS [23] are similar dashboards that provide teachers with feedback on activities and 

performance of students. Typically, time spent and artefacts produced are visualized to give a 

teacher insight into efforts of students. In addition, some of these dashboards visualize results of 

self-assessments to give an indication of learning progress. Similarly, Student Inspector [24] 

visualizes usage data of the ActiveMath (http://www.activemath.org/) learning environment to 

provide details about performance based on test scores, typical learner errors and the strong and 

weak topics of students, as identified by self-assessments. Tell Me More [25] also provides 

visualizations to support awareness based on results of exercises. Finally, CALMSystem [26] 

visualizes knowledge levels as detected by the system through self-assessments in comparison to 

how a student perceives her current knowledge on different topics. This data is visualized to 

support awareness and reflection. The overall goal is to improve self-assessment of students. 
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Fig. 6 The Student Activity Meter (SAM) 

 

Other dashboards also incorporate a learning schedule to support awareness. Chen et al. [27] 

present a dashboard that supports learning status awareness (i.e. if a learner is available and online), 

schedule awareness that visualizes assignments of teachers, and learning support awareness. The 

latter suggests potential peer learners for a learning activity. Data to provide such awareness is 

constructed from self-assessments, learning behavior within the learning management system, 

teacher assignments and schedule, and test results of the students. Notifications are sent to learners 

by SMS – after approval of a teacher.  Teacher Advisor (TADV) [28] relies on similar manual 

interventions of a teacher to propagate automatically generated advice to a learner.  

 

The use of a mobile dashboard is also evaluated as part of StepUp! [6] - another example of our 

dashboards that visualizes social interaction, time spent, artefacts produced and resource use. Fig. 

7 presents this mobile version that shows how much progress a student has made towards specific 

activities of the course - such as posting comments on blogs of peer students and tweeting current 

activities.  
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Fig. 7 mobile dashboard StepUp! [29] 

 

iTree [30] is an early example of a mobile dashboard that is used to engage students with the use 

of a class forum. As illustrated in Fig. 8, the dashboard visualizes contributions of students by a 

tree. The growth of the tree is affected by four variables: (1) number of posts, (2) the number of 

times posts of a student are read, (3) the number of replies to posts, and (4) ratio of total forum 

posts to replies. 

 

 
Fig. 8 iTree [30] 

 

Visualization of such social interactions and online collaboration is also the key focus of SNAPP 

[31], TUT Circle Dashboard [32] and Classroom view [33]. SNAPP [31] visualizes the evolution 

of social interactions among learners in online forums. The dashboard provides real-time data 

visualizations, social network metrics and event annotation tools to enable teachers to intervene.  

TUT Circle Dashboard [32] presents activities of the learners and peers within the learner’s 

network. The authors present an evaluation of motivational aspects of learners with the use of the 

dashboard. Similar to SNAPP, Classroom View [33] is developed to support awareness for 

teachers. The dashboard visualizes collaboration and current activity in online group work.  
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Analysis of learning analytics dashboards 

Table 1 presents an overview of several characteristics of learning analytics dashboard 

applications that we presented in the previous section. We analyze these characteristics along the 

lines of the research questions presented in the introduction.  

 
Table 1 learning analytics dashboard applications 

 

RQ1: What are relevant user actions?  

This section makes explicit what researchers and developers of existing tool are tracking and thus 

probably believe is relevant.  
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As presented in the first column of Table 1, 16 out of 24 dashboards visualize artefacts produced 

by learners. Artifacts include posts on blogs [29], fora [20-22, 30] or Twitter [9, 29], responses to 

questions [11, 17, 19, 20], help requests [15], annotations [11, 10] or, more generally, resources 

students created [10, 13, 19-24, 27]. Such resources can be documents that are shared [10, 19, 27] 

or very specific artifacts like layouts on tabletops [13, 14, 17] that enable students to compare 

different layouts they have built over time. 

 

Social interaction is a second commonly tracked and visualized element. Examples include  

analysis of amount of speech by the learner in face-to-face group work [14] or interactions and 

ratings of tweets [9, 29], comments on blog [29] and forum posts [21, 30-32], or chat messages 

between learners [21]. Yu et al. [8] present some interesting work on measuring social signals 

from students in terms of politeness, stress, agreement and disagreement. 

 

Resource use is tracked by 11 systems. iTree measures reads of forum posts [30] as a basis to 

estimate engagement. Most other dashboards track resource use as a basis to provide awareness for 

teachers on resource use by their students – either to identify indicators on the relevancy of 

resources or to estimate effort. While not used by the dashboards we surveyed, resource use has 

been used in examples of adaptive hypermedia and recommender systems to estimate knowledge 

levels of the learner as well [36]. 

 

Time spent is also included in 11 dashboards. SAM [20], Student Inspector [24], LOCO-Analyst 

[21], Moodle dashboard [22] and StepUp! [29] visualize time spent so that teachers can identify 

potential students at risk. In addition, time spent is sometimes visualized for students, so that they 

can compare their efforts with those of their peers [20, 23, 29]. Class-on [15] tracks time spent by 

teachers, in order to provide feedback to a teacher on whom to help next during lab sessions. Other 

dashboards such as Course Signals [18] and CALMSystem [26] use time as a basis to estimate the 

knowledge level of a learner on a specific concept. 

 

Test and self-assessment results that capture knowledge levels are used by 12 out of 24 dashboards 

that are used in blended or online learning settings. Such data are used to get a better indication of 

learning progress than for instance time spent provides. In Slice 2.0 [11] and Tinkerlamp 2.0 [13], 

responses of students on questions during a face-to-face session are visualized to support reflection 

and group discussion. 

 
RQ2: How can data on relevant actions be captured?  
Data on relevant actions are captured by physical sensors, such as cameras and microphones, 

virtual sensors such as application logs and through manual reporting by learners or teachers.  
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• Physical sensors: Collaid [14] uses a microphone array and a depth sensor to capture 

audio and positioning traces of activity. This information is used to identify which student 

contributed which artefacts to group work. Yu et al. [8] analyze video and audio during 

face-to-face sessions to detect emotional responses of learners.  

• Almost all systems rely on virtual sensors that track actions within a software application. 

Such actions include posting, reading or replying on a student forum in iTree [30] and 

SNAPP [31]. Chen et al. [27] capture logon and logoff actions and updates by students on 

different learning modules. Each of the activities has timestamp and other properties such 

as message content, identity information of the contributor and a category. Such 

information is also tracked by other systems, including Classroom Salon [10], to visualize 

how much each learner contributed and percentages of responses categorized by tag. 

• StepUp! [29] and SAM [20] have been used in setups where manual tracking tools are 

used to capture time spent - such as Toggl6. In CALMystem [26], users are asked to 

provide self-assessment ratings for topics. This data is used to compare automatically 

generated indicators of knowledge levels with manual assessments as a basis to support 

reflection. 

 
RQ3: How are awareness, reflection, sense-making and impact enabled for 
different kinds of users through appropriate devices? 
The fourth column of Table 1 presents the devices that are used by learning analytics dashboard 

applications. We distinguish between devices that are used to track interactions of learners, for 

instance through application logs (indicated by ‘T’ in Table 1), and devices that are used to 

visualize this data for teachers or students (indicated by ‘+’).  Desktops and laptops are the most 

used devices to both visualize and track data. 

 

Tablets are increasingly used in recent examples of learning analytics dashboard applications - for 

instance in Slice 2.0 [11] and Class-on [15]. Slice 2.0 enables students to interact with lecture 

slides during face-to-face sessions. Class-on visualizes activities on a tablet to provide awareness 

for teachers during lab sessions. Mobile devices are used in some examples, for instance by Chen 

et al. [27], iTree [30] and StepUp! [29]. Benefits include increased mobility and ubiquitous access 

to visualizations and statistics. 

 

Tabletops are becoming more popular to facilitate group work. In most applications, tabletops are 

used to track interactions on the tabletop - for instance in Collaid [14] and Tinkerlamp 2.0 [13]. 

This data is then visualized on a different device, for instance on a tablet, and used to increase 

awareness for teachers. Moris et al. [17] present a dashboard that visualizes collaboration 

indicators on a tabletop to provide awareness for students. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 https://www.toggl.com/ 
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RQ4: How are learning analytics dashboard applications evaluated? How can 
impact of dashboards on learning behavior be measured? 
Effectiveness, efficiency, usefulness and usability of learning dashboard applications have been 

evaluated in several ways.  

 

Effectiveness has been evaluated for seven out of 24 dashboards and has in most cases been 

evaluated in controlled settings – i.e. during a single session with an experimental group using the 

dashboard and a control group without such support. Course Signals [18] is the only dashboard 

that has been evaluated in a large scale study over three academic years. Effectiveness has been 

measured in terms of better engagement [17, 30], higher grades [28, 18, 27] or post-test results 

[13], lower retention rates [18] and improved self-assessment [26]. Results of a long-term 

experiment with Course Signal [18] indicate that there is an impact on retention rates and grades.. 

A significant difference was found in improving self-assessment in an evaluation of CALMSystem 

[26]. In other evaluations, grades or post-test results were higher in 2 of 3 controlled case studies – 

although no significance results are presented in [27]. Although no difference in grades was found 

in an evaluation of TADV [28], the overall satisfaction with the course for learners using the 

dashboard was higher. Among others, this satisfaction was measured in terms of enjoyment, self-

esteem, contact with facilitators and recommending the course to other students.  In other 

experiments, engagement of the students is measured to get an indication of potential impact. 

Results of Morris et al. [17] indicate that there was no increase of engagement when students used 

the dashboard. Results of iTree [30] indicate that the dashboard does not encourage learners to 

post messages on a forum, but there is an increase in reading of posts. 

 

Efficiency was measured in an evaluation experiment of Class-on [16] and assessed whether the 

use of a dashboard during classroom sessions helps to distribute time of a teacher in a more fair 

way. Although still preliminary, some trends in the data are shown that indicate improved 

efficiency during face-to-face group work. 

 

Usability and usefulness evaluations have been conducted most often – either with teachers or 

students, or both. These evaluations often focus on asking teachers questions related to finding 

learners at risk or asking learners how well they think they are performing in a course. In addition, 

questionnaires were used to gain an indication of perceived usefulness for improving learning and 

teaching. Perceived usefulness of Student Inspector [24] and LOCO-Analyst [21] was for instance 

evaluated with teachers and was high for both dashboards. Results of our evaluations with SAM 

and StepUp! indicate that perceived usefulness is often higher for teachers than for students [20]. 

In addition, we have measured and compared usefulness with different kinds of tracked data in 

seven case studies. Results indicate that students perceive usefulness higher if dashboards present 

a more complete description of their learning activities. For instance, in case studies where we 
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visualized social interaction, perceived usefulness was lower than in case studies where we also 

tracked time spent. Evaluation results of LOCO-Analyst [21] also indicate that perceived 

usefulness was significantly higher in a case study where more data visualizations were used to 

provide insight in learning activity. 

Research issues 

We briefly discuss some of the most important research issues below and our ideas to address 

these issues in future research experiments. This section is organized by the same research 

questions mentioned above. 

 

RQ1: What are relevant user actions?  

In learning contexts, there seems to be limited consensus on what are relevant data… Time of day, 

location, whom the learner is with or what device she is using, what the teacher has had for lunch, 

the background noise: maybe all of these are important – and maybe not. As mobile devices 

proliferate, and as these devices integrate more sensors, there are more and more characteristics 

that we can measure. Still, it is not because we can measure them that they are relevant. However, 

it is often difficult to figure out beforehand what will be relevant, why or how...  

 

Results of our analysis in the previous section indicate that artefacts produced, time spent, social 

interaction, resource use and exercise and test results are commonly used by learning analytics 

dashboard applications. These data have been captured by several dashboard applications to 

support awareness, reflection and sense-making for teachers and for students. Artefacts produced 

and social interaction are most often used by these dashboards. Both dimensions are used in 66% 

of the dashboards that we surveyed.  Time spent, resource use and exercise and test results are 

used by approximately 50% of the surveyed dashboards. 

  

In some of our own evaluation studies [20, 29], we have tried to assess to which extent these data 

have an influence on the usefulness of dashboards. In these case studies, we have deployed 

dashboards with different data sources, including time spent, resource use and social interaction. 

Results of seven case studies are summarized in Fig. 9. The first set of boxplots of Fig. 9 

summarizes answers to evaluation questions regarding perceived usefulness of social interaction 

in seven case studies, with 59 learners and 41 teachers. The second and third set present perceived 

usefulness of resource use and time spent. The last set of boxplot presents overall perceived 

usefulness of learning dashboards. The bottom rows of boxplots summarize the results of all 

studies for teachers and students.  

From our evaluation studies, it is clear that learners consider social interaction only somewhat 

useful – maybe also because most of our courses take place in a blended setting, where learners 
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often meet face-to-face. Teachers consider visualization of social interaction more important.  

Social interaction visualization is for instance considered useful to identify students who do not 

collaborate with others or students who excel at this. 

 
Fig. 9 what data to track and perceived usefulness (1=very low, 5=very high) 

  

Learners make use of resources such as learning objects, Open Educational Resources, documents 

and web resources. Teachers are also interested in such data. They want to know how often and 

when students use resources they provide, as well as which external resources learners collect 

themselves. Learners seem to be less interested in these data as such, though they do value for 

instance recommendations that are based on these data [34]. 

  

Teachers find learner effort very important and perceive the support that learning dashboards 

provide in this area as very high. (We mainly measured time spent as an indicator for effort.) 

Learners also have a positive perception, though less outspoken than teachers. 

  

Overall perceived usefulness is different for students than for teachers. Students often worry that 

collected data traces do not represent all the work done, whereas teachers do perceive (partial) data 

useful as indicators to gain insight in student activity and to find potential students at risk. In 

addition, the setup of the course may influence usefulness perception. For instance, we obtained 

better results with students working in groups and on a common topic, than with students working 

individually [35]. Thus, the relevancy of the actions can also be influenced by many contextual 

variables [36]. 

  

How these data interrelate, which one is more important, etc. are open research questions. 

Moreover, all of the data mentioned above relate to quantitative data. One area of research is to 

investigate whether we can augment this approach with qualitative data: for instance, the number 

of re-tweets or comments on a blog post can indicate how relevant a communication is. Likewise, 
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we could ask students to rate artefacts produced by their peers in an explicit way, through a simple 

star based system, or a thumbs up - thumbs down facility, or a more sophisticated rubric that can 

become more of a peer review approach for networked learning. The idea has already been 

explored by the authors of the Backstage dashboard [9]. We elaborate in section RQ4 on our own 

work in this area. 

  

More generally, there is a need to research what data about the learning process and the learner can 

be useful for learning analytics dashboard applications. Maybe some mouse clicks or physical 

interactions are not related to the learning activity (for instance: quick email or chat interrupt, or 

leaving the room to get a coffee), but then again, maybe they are and it is often difficult to figure 

out what activity is relevant at which point in time. Possibly, sometimes it can be useful to apply a 

more bottom-up approach, i.e. to track because it is possible, even if we do not know yet how we 

will use the data. Doing so may help us to discover relevancy that we are as yet unaware of, for 

instance with respect to when we learn, or where, or with whom, etc. What exactly is relevant and 

for what purpose remains quite unclear and needs further research. 

 

RQ2: How can data on relevant actions be captured?  
Most existing learning analytics dashboards rely on virtual sensors that track interactions of 

learners with tools and resources.  In our studies, we often rely on trackers for laptop or desktop 

interactions, social media for learner interactions (through twitter hash tags or blog comments, for 

instance). In contrast to almost all other dashboards surveyed in this article, we have also applied 

manual reporting by learners. Such manual reporting, supported using twitter or Toggl in our case 

studies, may be useful as it can serve as a ‘reflection trigger’ that will help learners to reflect on 

what they are doing and thus potentially increase their effectiveness and efficiency [37]. On the 

other hand, automatic tracking is more consistent, and systematic manual reporting requires 

considerable discipline.  

  

In the case of automated tracking, one major concern is to track all, or at least a major part of 

learning activities. Indeed, we know from our evaluation studies that learners rate usefulness of 

learning dashboards low when many relevant activities happened outside the tracked learning 

environment. Comprehensive tracking is difficult in more closed LMS environments, as they 

typically cover only the ‘tip of the iceberg’ [38]. It is also difficult in more open Personal Learning 

Environments, as these can include a wide variety of tools and services, though we did receive 

positive results with aggregating learning traces from diverse tools like twitter, blog posts and 

comments, software development environments, etc. 

  

Only a few examples already incorporate the use of physical sensors such as cameras or 

microphones to capture learner actions. The use of these sensors to monitor and advice on face-to-
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face group work has been researched in the CSCL (Computer Supported Collaborative Learning) 

research area [39], but has only to a limited extent been incorporated in learning dashboard 

applications that provide real-time feedback to learners or teachers. The use of these sensors is also 

determined by privacy constraints of the users. For instance, our students sometimes accept to be 

tracked during lab sessions [29], but they often do not want to be tracked when they work outside 

the lab. 

  

The use of additional sensors to capture learner actions and physiological responses is of particular 

interest as well. For instance, Bakker et al. [40] recently presented research on the use of sensors to 

capture physiological responses as a basis to estimate stress levels and to provide feedback to 

employees on their current work schedule. Extending such research to provide awareness and 

reflection in learning settings and the impact of such awareness is an exciting research topic. The 

interest in this area is reflected by a number of contributions to the LAK (Learning Analytics and 

Knowledge) conference [41, 42] and MATEL (Motivational and Affective Aspects of TEL) 

workshop series [43, 44]. 

 

RQ3:  How are awareness, reflection, sense-making and impact enabled for 
different kinds of users through appropriate devices? 

The majority of the surveyed dashboards visualize data for use on laptops or desktops. Only a few 

examples visualize data on tablets for use in classroom [14][15]. Also interesting is that so far only 

one dashboard visualizes data on tabletops [17]. Although some prominent research has been done 

to track data from tabletops, the use of large displays as a means to provide teachers or students 

with insights into behavior patterns is limited. Also mobile devices are not yet used by many 

learning analytics dashboard applications. In one of our case studies, we deployed a mobile 

version of StepUp! [29] to better engage our students with the use of learning dashboards. 

  

In summary, there is limited use so far of the affordances that both mobile devices and larger 

displays provide for tracking and visualizing data, respectively. 

  

Some of the central future research directions are listed below: 

  

How can we exploit novel opportunities in mobile devices for supporting communication and 

collaboration between learners and with teachers, which is especially relevant in a Computer 

Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) setting [39], the more so as these devices can capture 

context information? 

  

How can we design physical spaces that promote learning rather than hinder it, especially in the 

case of tabletops and large public displays, where the impact of the physical environment on the 
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user experience is sometimes higher and, vice versa, the devices have a higher impact on the 

physical setting [45]? 

  

What kind of data and service infrastructure can best support the applications we envision? Of 

particular relevance here is a linked open data approach that can integrate well with the Web 

infrastructure [46] and that can support an open analytics infrastructure [47]? 

  

How can we enhance and exploit facilities for seamless transition from mobile over tablet and 

laptop to desktop, tabletop and large public displays. Issues here include coherence, 

synchronization, screen sharing, device shifting, complementarity and simultaneity (see 

http://precious-forever.com/)? 

 

RQ4: How are learning analytics dashboard applications evaluated? How can 

impact of dashboards on learning behavior be measured? 

Whereas usability and usefulness are relatively easy to evaluate (and we have done many such 

evaluations of our tools), gains in efficiency and effectiveness, for instance in the form of learning 

impact, is much harder to evaluate, as this requires longer-term and larger-scale evaluations. 

Evaluations that have been conducted so far are often conducted in a controlled setting with an 

experimental and a control group. Whereas these experiments are interesting, it is difficult to 

generalize the results of these studies. In addition, evaluation results are often contradictory - in 

some setups researchers were able to identify a significant increase of grades, whereas in other 

experiments no significant difference in test scores was found. 

  

Longitudinal studies such as [18] rely impact on correlations of the tool use with some positive 

learning effects such as retention rates or improvement in grades. Other evaluations focus on better 

engagement [17, 30] or improvement of self-assessment [26]. 

  

As illustrated in Table 1, most evaluations of dashboards are limited to usability and perceived 

usefulness. These evaluations often rely on small-scale user studies with teachers or students and 

some example tasks they should perform by using dashboards. Although these studies are 

interesting, they provide little evidence whether learning analytics dashboards are solving real 

issues and needs of students or teachers. As pointed out by Baillie et al. [48] and Killen et al. [49], 

there are differences between students and teachers about the perception of learning issues – and 

therefore the goals and issues that should be supported by learning dashboards. 

  

In our own work, we have tried to address this issue by asking students about their actual needs 

and issues [35]. Through brainstorming sessions with our students, we identified and prioritized 

learning issues and needs. In a second step, we deployed StepUp! during one month and we 
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evaluated to which extent our dashboard addresses the issues and needs identified earlier in 

different courses. We strongly believe that similar critical evaluations of the actual use of learning 

analytics dashboards are required to gain insight into the added value of this research area. Student 

perceptions of added value are not the only criterion, but certainly an important one. Asking 

students about their actual issues can help to better understand their needs, and is key to better 

target dashboards towards improvements in effectiveness of learning. 

  

How we can enable goal setting and connect it with the visualizations, so as to close the feedback 

loop and enable learners and teachers to react to what they observe and then track the effect of 

their reactions, is another interesting research question. We are experimenting with playful 

gamification approaches that present their own challenges [29], for instance around trivialization 

and control.  

 

Positive attitude towards gamified applications is influenced by social influence and perceived 

recognition [50]. Mozilla Open Badges rely on these factors to build a platform that enable users to 

share their achievements through social networks [51]. However, some experiments reported that 

whilst students with a gamified approach scored better in practical assignments, they participated 

less and performed poorly in written examinations [52].  

 

Our experience with such an approach is positive so far. We have deployed a badge reward system 

with badges that have positive and negative connotations [53]. Students who are actively 

commenting on other students’ blogs receive a positive badge, whereas students who did not 

comment on any blog receive a negative badge. Our experience so far is that badges motivate our 

students to be more active during the course and help them to be aware what goals they have to 

reach. Such a better engagement is a key requirement to facilitate evaluation studies that assess 

impact of dashboards over a longer period of time. Further research needs to be conducted in order 

to demonstrate that badges can trigger reflection and help students to drive conclusions out of their 

own and peers’ activity.  

 

Conclusion 
In this article, we have presented an analysis of learning dashboards that have been deployed to 

support awareness, reflection, sense-making and impact on learning. The research contributions of 

this article are twofold. First, an overview of existing learning analytics dashboards applications 

has been presented and the affordances that these applications provide to support learning or 

teaching. Second, we have outlined several research issues for the development and evaluation of 

dashboards for learning based on this analysis. 
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Results indicate that there has been much advancement on the development of learning dashboards 

in recent years. Many promising prototypes illustrate the potential and opportunities that these 

applications create. 

  

Nevertheless, important challenges related to capturing of data traces, and deployment and 

evaluation of dashboards remain that need to be tackled in order to gain insight into actual impact. 

From current mixed and limited evaluation results, it is clear that learning analytics research is still 

in its infancy and that current tools and applications present a mixed picture. Take away messages 

of this analysis include: 

1 Future research is needed to assess the usefulness of different data types for learning analytics 

dashboards applications. So far, researchers have mainly tracked resource use, time spent, 

social interaction, artefacts produced and exercise and test results. Little research has been 

done to assess the impact of these data on the usefulness of dashboards. In addition, there are 

many additional data sources that may be relevant to increase awareness and reflection about 

the learning process. Recent progress in emotion and stress analytics from physiological data  

[40] is just one of the exciting new research opportunities to capture a much richer set of 

relevant data. 

2 Dashboards rely mainly on traditional system logs. Physical sensors are used in only a few 

examples to automate acquisition of audio, video or other relevant data about the learner or 

her environment. In addition, our work is one of the few examples where manual tracking 

tools are integrated in the analytics process. The choice of sensor types has big consequences 

with respect to completeness and usefulness of data. In our work, students consider 

incomplete data about learning activities a major bottleneck that hinders adoption and 

engagement with the use of dashboard applications. Data completeness depends on the types 

of trackers as well as on how the tracked software is used in the course. Thus, a thorough 

assessment of data completeness of different sensors is important to build dashboards that are 

useful for learners. 

3 The learning setting has an influence on the potential impact of learning dashboards. In our 

work, we received better evaluation results in settings where StepUp! was deployed to support 

students working in groups and sharing a topic than students working individually on different 

topics [35]. Further research is needed to identify the settings in which these approaches work 

well, as well as to identify shortcomings and solutions for settings in which dashboards have 

not been deployed successfully.  

4 Evaluation of learning analytics dashboards is often complex. Although many researchers 

have conducted usefulness and usability evaluations by asking teachers or students to perform 

a set of tasks, little is known about the usefulness of learning analytics dashboards to solve 

real issues and needs of students or teachers. Asking students about their actual issues can 

help to better understand their needs, and is key to better target dashboards towards 
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improvements in effectiveness of learning [35]. Furthermore, as perceptions are not always 

accurate, actual use analysis and other evaluation techniques need to be researched to 

complement analysis of student perceptions. Such a combined approach is needed to elaborate 

more solid evaluation methodologies that can be used to assess the impact of learning 

analytics dashboards. 

5 There are also additional benefits that this kind of research can deliver, such as the dataTEL 

initiative [56] that aims to evolve ‘learning science’ into more of a data driven science from 

the collection of beliefs and assumptions that characterizes much of it now. One of the 

challenges that dataTEL tries to address is the collection and sharing of datasets and 

evaluation results to enable comparative evaluation studies. A key requirement to better 

understand potential impact of learning dashboards is to elaborate common evaluation 

methodologies as well as to share research data among researchers to compare and contrast 

the usefulness of dashboards in different learning settings. 

  

Moreover, there are other concerns that may impact on how such tools are received, like privacy 

(even though the sensibilities in this area evolve with the technology [54]) and concerns about 

when support becomes coercive [55], or questions around technical architecture and 

interoperability. With the SOLAR society (http://www.solarresearch.org) and the LAK conference 

series [42], we intent to continue working on these issues. 

  

We hope that this paper can clarify some of the HCI issues involved and can help shape future 

research in this exciting area. 
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